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Pathfinding Algorithms for Mutating Graphs

Consider a map of an unknown place represented as a graph, where vertices represent landmarks and edges represent connections between land- marks. 
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Abstract



Consider a map of an unknown place represented as a graph, where vertices represent landmarks and edges represent connections between landmarks. You have current information on whether each edge is traversible, as well past data about the availability of each connection. You have a preset destination that you want to reach as fast as possible. Pathfinding algorithms for static graphs involve computing the whole path from start to destination, but if the graph is rapidly changing, say due to some extreme environmental condition, then calculating the whole path in the beginning will not be feasible. The purpose of this project is to design and compare different pathfinding algorithms for a graph whose structure mutates to a significant extent. Algorithms may involve probabilistic theory, dynamic programming, heuristics, genetic programming, and variations of standard shortest-path algorithms such as Dijkstra’s algorithm.
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Introduction



The problem statement is as follows: given an initial graph structure of a mutating graph, a start vertex, an end vertex, and an edge history for every pair of vertices, develop an algorithm to travel from the start vertex to the end vertex. The mutating graph will be implemented in timesteps. After each move, each edge will either stay the same or be toggled by some random function of the current state of the graph. The plan is to create a sturdy algorithm for the general case of the problem, as well as variations for specific cases where the main algorithm would not be as effective. Algorithms will be compared and analyzed to determine the circumstances for which each one is best. This project will involve both theory and actual programming.
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Background Literature



There are little to no studies available concerning mutating graphs, so research has been focused on graph theory in general as well as the more specific topic of dynamic graphs, which may change in structure. General shortest path and flow algorithms have been reviewed. Dynamic graph algorithms and query/update algorithms have been reviewed lightly. The results from this project are expected to be completely new and original.
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Theory and Algorithms



Define randomized distance as the distance to destination node taking the possibility of graph mutation into account. For example, a vertex with two unit length paths leading to the destination will be closer in this sense 2



than a vertex with only one. We use steady-state convergence and methods from numerical analysis to set up a system of equations we want the randomized distances to satisfy, and solve the system. We use dynamic programming to approximate distance to heuristically closer points first, then base calculations for farther vertices on these approximations. We use the previous states of the graph: we can use this data to develop a hashmap to approximate future mutations. The hashmap stores each mutating as a mapping from the original state to the new state, and then calculates the probability of toggling states. Then, that probability is used to calculate the probability that an edge will exist in any number of timesteps. We use genetic programming to find optimal values for algorithm-specific variables, such as probability estimate multipliers and heuristic functions. We focus on sparse graphs, graphs where the number of edges is significantly less than the square of the number of vertices. The edge weights are limited to positive doubles so mutation will be somewhat controlled; edge weights that are too large will never be traversed anyway. Currently, the algorithm proceeds chronologically, then for each vertex, it calculates the optimal vertex in the previous time step that could have led to this vertex. It uses the history hash map to predict the graph structure at that timestep, and uses an approximation error to weight lower timesteps. Then, it backtracks to find the best vertex after the first timestep to visit. This is the main body of the working java implementation of this algorithm:



for(int v=0; v 
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